Delivery of RNP complexes for CRISPRi (dCas9) silencing in vitro and in vivo using crystalline ultrasmall particles (CUSP)
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ABSTRACT
Delivery of ribonucleoprotein complexes (RNP) for CRISPR gene editing
has emerged as a powerful strategy that minimizes off-targeting risks and
simplifies dosing. However, RNP delivery approaches often rely upon
bursting of endosomes for RNP release, a strategy that also triggers
inflammatory responses, which can be exacerbated by the bacterial Cas9
endonuclease. Here, we describe initial results after encapsulating
spCas9 or dead spCas9 (dCas9) RNPs in hepatocyte-targeting CUSP
particles, comprising a shell with the glycoprotein ligand
Asialoorosomucoid. CUSP particles are ~ 20 nm diameter and enter cells
through size-limited lipid raft uptake to reach the nucleus without
endosome capture. This design has been shown effective in plasmid
delivery and treatment in vivo (1). Presently, we found CRISPR/Cas9 RNPs
encapsulated in neutral-charge CUSP particles knocked down target F7
mRNA and protein in murine liver tissue and in 3D hepatocyte cell
culture. Surprisingly, knockdown was via CRISPR interference (CRISPRi)
and not CRISPR cleavage. A maximum effective dose of ~10e13 particles
was observed in vivo (40-85% knockdown of the three F7 protein
fragments, 30% F7 mRNA knockdown by qPCR) beyond which efficacy
decreased. This finding corresponds with isotopic biodistribution studies
and apparent dysregulation of intracellular trafficking, suggesting
optimal dosing of CUSP-RNP particles could consist of repeat dosing at a
non-saturating dose. We found no evidence of inflammation at the
effective treatment dose. We further investigated CUSP delivery of dCas9
RNP and confirmed dCas9 mechanism, in knocking down F7 mRNA and
protein in vitro. We observe that achieving DNA-cleaving activity with
nanocapsule spCas9 RNPs may be particularly challenging, possibly due
to large conformational changes required for activity (2). Conversely,
dCas9 does not require large conformational changes, and CUSP’s
repeatable-dosing and nuclear-homing platform can potentially exploit
the efficient, inherently short-term activity of dCas9 RNP. We conclude
CUSP RNP delivery is a promising strategy for overcoming CRISPR barriers
to the clinic.
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INTRODUCTION

Pharmacology of Fig. 6: why was middle dose the most uniformly effective?

CUSP-mediated RNP delivery into target cells via non-endosomal lipid raft path.
ASOR-coated CUSP-RNP for targeted liver therapy
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CUSP uptake via lipid raft path

CUSP dosing effects potentially impacted by receptor density and cellular processing capacity
Co-localization of spCas9 protein cargo
(blue) and immuno-labeled CUSP shell
Evidence of(red)
receptor saturation in row “capsule signal”

Isotopic biodistribution study in mice, utilizing
CUSP-encapsulated Dy-Dextran (prior work)
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No increase in CUSP accumulation
in liver beyond 5 x 10 e12 particles.
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Mechanism of action:
Capsule targets and
binds to hepatocytes,
enters cell via sizesensitive “lipid raft”
path releases Cas9
complex at cell
nucleus, enabling
complex to knocks
down target Factor VII
protein.

and cellular processing saturation in row “Cas9 cargo”.

(2)
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Fig. 2. Modular, 20 nm CUSP particles for cell-targeted macromolecule
delivery. CUSP formulations are capable of encapsulating a wide range
of macromolecules including RNP complexes. The outer-shell of the
CUSP particle can formulated using virtually any type of ligandmolecule, a feature that is enabled by use of an adsorption step for
adhering the ligand to the core micelle surface, rather than
conjugation.

Fig. 3. CUSP mechanism of uptake into
target cell via lipid raft (non-endosomal)
pathway.
CUSP is a multivalent,
mechanically stable capsid-like particle that
1) engages multiple surface receptors and
enters cell via lipid raft avoiding endosomal
capture, 2) trafficks via microtubules to the
perinuclear region, 3) uncoats possibly by
protease action to release RNP for
engagement with chromatin.

RESULTS
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Fig. 7. ASOR-coated CUSP particles show evidence of saturation of (i) receptor and (ii) intracellular processing in vivo.
7A) Isotopic biodistribution studies utilizing a surrogate Dysprosium-Dextran chelate cargo for ultrasensitive detection of
metals, e.g. Dy, by neutron activation analysis to show that liver accumulation of ASOR-coated CUSP particles does not
increase beyond a dose of 5 x 10e12 particles.
7B) Confocal immunofluorescence microscopy was performed to identify location of spCas9 cargo (Cell Signaling) and
ASOR CUSP particle by virtue of Syrian Hamster FaB fragment “spiked” into the crystalline ASOR shell surrounding RNP
using anti-Syrian Hamster antibodies (Jackson). Data shows Cas9 immunosignal representing cargo (and potentially free
Cas9) is still detectable 5 days after last treatment but decreases with dose. Column C shows particles are still detectable
at 10e13 dose but Cas9 is no longer detectable suggesting additional dysregulation of intracellular processing is operative
at the highest dose. Data represent 3 mice. Cas 9 antibody was internally validated by western blotting.

CUSP-spCas9-sgRNA pilot study: favorable cytokine profile, potential dCas9 mechanism
Fig. 4. Cytokine levels of mice treated with CUSP-RNP
at highest doses: fast + slow release particles.

Fig. 5. Transcript changes observed via qPCR for
Group 10, but differed based on probe set design.

CUSP RNP-mediated FVII transcript decrease
corresponds with FVII protein inhibition in Figure 6.

sgRNA

METHODS
Test article: ASOR CUSP particles were synthesized by dispersion atomization
as described in Kren et. al, JCI 2008. Asialoorosomucoid (ASOR) was sourced
from Athens Research, Cas9-NLS (E65) from Novoprotein, dCas9-NLS from
PNA Bio. The FVII sgRNA sequence was from GeneCopeia with full validation
and manufactured by Trilink Biotechnologies with modification by the MS
method of Porteus (NBT 2015). Cas9 RNPs were synthesized with longer and
shorter crystallization times to alter degradation characteristics for
modification of in vivo circulation and intracellular release. Particle
characteristics were consistent amongst the three formulations studied, a
“long-release” Cas9 RNP and two “short-release” formulations: spCas9 RNP
and dCas9 RNP. CUSP-RNP particle size for major populations was,
.
respectively by formulation, 19
3.2 nm (97.1%), 23.4
4.3 nm (91.2%)
and 14 2 nm (98.9%). Zeta potentials were consistently neutral and ranged
from +0.07 to +0.03 meV.
Fig. 1. “Short-release” (in vivo) CUSP-RNP particle DLS and TEM

Fig. 8. CUSP delivers
RNP to nucleus and...
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• No relative elevation was observed in mice treated
with shorter-release CUSP-RNP particle
• 1 of the 3 mice in longer-release CUSP group skewed
observed range; more analysis required
• Follow-on analyses described in this poster are
centered on shorter-release CUSP particle
No adverse effects or cytokine elevation observed in
short release CUSP particle over 7 day study. Panel of
cytokines measured in highest-dose animals at 24 hours
post treatment (Groups 2, 8, 1.6 mg/kg) using an
external multiplex ELISA service (Quantikine). Cytokine
panel was selected based on previous CUSP pDNA
vaccine studies. Some elevation relative to control in one
mouse, for IFNalpha, IL1-B, MCP-1 and TNF-alpha. None
of the mice showed clinical signs of malaise.

∆ F7 mRNA, (2^(∆∆Ct):
+37%, p= 0.37
( 1.0 0.06 vs. 1.37
0.36, mean Std. Err.)

∆ F7 mRNA, (2^(∆∆Ct):
-30%, p = 0.17
(0.07

0.09 vs. 1.01 0.07,
mean Std. Err.)

mRNA knockdown is detected downstream of spCas9
complex binding site, suggesting dCas9 activity. Analysis of
transcript changes by qPCR focused on Group 10 (2 x 160
ug/kg q3D) which showed best protein inhibition. Control
and treated livers were analyzed by the Taqman method
using probe set directed towards either Exon 1 or Exon 4, to
surround the designed Exon 2 binding, that would be
expected if sgRNA – Cas9 binding is operative.

Table 1. CUSP RNP pilot study in mice

A pilot dose ranging study
Group* n
Dose
Regimen
was conducted using the
1
4
Control PBS
following experimental
matrix for the two Cas 9
2,8
3
High
2 x 200 pmol (1.6 mg/kg)
CUSP formulations, with
4,10
3
Mid
2 x 20 pmol (160 ug/kg)
ASOR ligand. Mice (n =3-4
per group) were treated
6,12
3
Low
2 x 2 pmol (16 ug/kg)
on Mo, Th with tissue
collection the following Mo. At sacrifice, liver tissue was collected from the
three major lobes for DNA, RNA, protein isolation and microscopy.

Fig. 9…induces FVII transcript decrease as
measured by in situ hybridization

Fig. 8. CUSP particles reach hepatocyte nuclei in
efficacious groups. FFPE liver sections were
analyzed for colocalization of CUSP particle label
(Syrian Hamster FaB fragment included in ligand
shell). Nuclei are counterstained with Sytox
Green and yellow identifies merge between
Sytox Green and the CUSP particle label. Data
represent 3 mice from each group.

Fig. 9. Fluorescence In situ hybridization for transcript
levels in mice receiving “short-release” capsules. FISH
analysis was performed on liver sections on all mice in the
“short-release” subgroup using a FAM6-labeled DNA probe
directed downstream of binding site in Exon 4.
Amplification was executed using qdot 705 conjugates

CUSP RNP knocks down FVII protein in RNP pilot study in vivo
Middle dose is most uniformly effective
for FVII protein knockdown.

In separate study, CUSP dCas9 RNP shows FVII protein inhibition
and lack of mutational activity similar to CUSP Cas9 RNP in vitro.
CUSP dCas9 RNP shows FVII protein
inhibition similar to CUSP Cas9 RNP in vitro

* Group nos. treated with “Short-release” CUSP = 8, 10, 12; “Long-release” = group nos. 2, 4, 6

Neither species shows mutational
activity by amplicon deep sequencing
G-blocks:

CONCLUSIONS
2. CUSP provides a novel particle composition with
protective, neutral-charge, and ultra-small properties
that in combination are potentially capable of avoiding
typical immunological response to bacterial Cas9 during
RNP delivery, as indicated by lack of cytokine response
to CUSP-RNP, and absence of other obvious adverse
effects.
3. In these pilot studies with pre-complexed sgRNA and
spCas9, CUSP preserves DNA binding specificity for
CRISPRi activity, resulting in coupled transcript and
protein reduction.
4. CUSP particles show great promise as a clinically
relevant dosage form for CRISPR RNPs.

99% Wt
1% Mutant

Control

50% Wt
50% Mutant

98.9% wt,
1.1% mutant

*

• Factor VII generally reported as 47-50 kDa
(arrows)
• Infrequently described as containing 3
proteolytic fragments – 73, 50 and 42 kDa
• Recombinant FVII (Lane 1) was included
as positive control
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1. CUSP encapsulates pre-complexed sgRNA and___
spCas9 RNP’s in 20 nm ligand-directed particles and
delivers to nuclei of target cells in vivo.

100 %
Mutant

56.2% wt
43.8% mutant

ASOR CUSP RNP’s: mutant < 1%

Fig. 6. CUSP RNP delivery of spCas9-sgRNA complex inhibits target protein in vivo. Mice receiving the “shorterrelease” CUSP-RNP particles were sacrificed seven days following initial treatment. Livers were western blotted with
controls under denaturing conditions for Factor VII protein using a polyclonal rabbit antibody (Invitrogen Pab 21345).
Under denaturing conditions, Factor VII separates into three fragments of 73, 50 and 43 kDa. While a significant (4085%) inhibition of the 50 kDa fragment, was measured by densitometry for all three dose levels, the middle dose
group (2 x 160 ug/kg q3D) showed the most consistent level of response with 3/3 responders. Relative significant
inhibition for the three proteolytic fragments for the middle dose group were -42.4 %, -85.5 %, and -55.7% for the 70
kDa, 50 kDa and 43 kDa proteolytic fragments respectively.

Fig. 10. Protein inhibition in vitro with CUSP Cas9 and dCas9
RNPs. In vitro studies were conducted in 8 well chamber
slides using 3D culture methods. 3D cell culture is required to
reconstitute the lipid rafts required for CUSP particle entry.
Cells completely reorganize their internal, external and
nuclear structure with plating on appropriate extracellular
matrix. 25,000 FL83B hepatocyte cells were plated onto ECMcoated tissue engineering scaffolds (UltraMax, Corning).
Cultures were treated the next day as described in labels and
processed for either microscopy or DNA three days later.

Fig. 11. Amplicon deep sequencing from
chamber slide DNA shows no “cutting” for
either species. DNA isolated from cells treated
CUSP RNP in 3D culture, was submitted to a
core facility for Illumina Miseq anlaysis. Data
analysis and graphical presentation was
executed using Crispresso, an on-line tool. A
standard curve was devised by submitting
varying mixtures of G-block gene fragments
containing wildtype and expected mutant.

